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Switch to main contentRD.COMYe the background color can vary from print stroke to print run, you need to buy all the background you need as the background color can vary from print stroke to print run, you should buy all the background you need at the same time. To determine the number of rolls needed for a room:Add the width of the walls in the feet and multiply by height.
Divide it by 30 - the average square feet that can be used in an American-made roll - or by 25, if you use a European-made card. Subtract a half roll for each normal-sized window and door. Now you have a total of work; add a roll for good measure (and future patches), a little more if your model has great repetitions to match. If you're not sure about your calculations, draw an
image of each wall, including measurements and the location and size of all windows and doors. Bring the sketch to your wallpaper supplier. An experienced seller can offer advice on how many rolls you need to buy. When ordering the background, also buy a compatible paste and paste brush for standard cards or a water box for prepasted cards. Originally published as August
2, 2005Originally Published in Reader's Digest Enjoy the best stories, tips and jokes! Photo: shutterstock.comSizing the Walls Sizing allows you to maneuver the paper in place on the wall without tearing. Sizing also facilitates the subsequent removal of the paper. Sizing is a watery consistency and should be applied with a paint roller and a pan. The wall is ready to apply paper
when the sizing is dry. Priming Dark Walls It is a good idea to trigger dark walls if you use paper with a clear background as it will help hide seam misalignments. Use a basic white latex primer or maybe a primer/sizing mixture. Planning the start of the layout and the end of the work in an inconspicuous place. The areas above doors, windows or wall space which is somewhat
hidden are good places to start. Following this approach it is better to hide any misalignment in the strips. Another good idea is to establish vertical guidelines. Keep the paper roll up where you want to start and make a half-inch mark less than the width of the paper. Then use a layer or chalk line to create a vertical reference point. The paper application begins by aligning the
paper edge by about half an inch within the reference line. This way you can hide the line to show through a seam. Place the roll on the floor and unroll enough to reach the ceiling. Adjust the paper on the ceiling so that the match and mark the paper with a pencil. Measure down from the ceiling sign and mark the distance that the wall is two inches high plus another two inches.
Make a small cut or mark on the bottom of the paper and fold the paper. Cut the paper using the fold as a guide. Test the strip for the correct fit Measure the second strip by laying the first strip on the ground and using it as a model. Be sure to match your model while also leaving some extras at the top and bottom for hang the first piece, cut the third piece, hang the second piece,
etc. Avoid cutting a large number of strips at once unless you're sure your model is aligning properly. Switch to main contentRD.COMYe you don't need paperhanging, keep your first project as simple as possible. Choose a paper designed with the If you are new to paperhanging, keep your first project as simple as possible. Choose a card designed with DIY in mind. Here are
some features to look for: high-quality, machine-printed and preprinted cards tend to be the most hassle-free. Flocked and foil cards or wallpapers with shelving edges that need to be cut at work are challenges that are best left to professionals your first time. Straight patterns are easier to hang than deleted models. Straight patterns are so called because nearby panels meet in a
straight line, so they require little more digit when you cut and hang them. Deleted patterns have design repeats that need to be matched from panel to panel, a calculation a little harder to measure. Deleted models also require more paper to compensate for matching. General small-scale models tend to camouflage uneven surfaces. But striped, glossy and solid wall coverings are
best reserved for very smooth and perfectly lead walls. The correspondence between the model scale and the size of the room is also crucial. Too big a pattern in a small room can be overwhelming; a model too small will be lost in a large room. Take home samples of wallpaper books or wallpapers to see which models work best for your purposes. View them in both natural and
artificial light. Originally published as August 2, 2005Originally Published in Reader's Digest Enjoy the best stories, tips and jokes! Have you ever found yourself staring at your walls, thinking: What this room really needs is three-dimensional wallpaper? №? We can't say it was in our minds, but that didn't stop Kyra and Robertson Hartnett, the duo behind the Twenty2 design and
printing studio, from creating it. Working with Sarah Strauss, Kyra and Robertson of the Pratt Institute he oversaw the four-year development of DEEP, a collection of five unique wallpapers, each of which can be enjoyed with or without 3D glasses. The response to the collection [which debuted at this year's International Contemporary Furniture Fair] was tremendous, Kyra said.
Designers have been interested in using 3D wallpapers throughout, from children's rooms to boutique hotels. Each digitally printed design is made to order, using water-based inks; prices range from $58 to $110/construction site. Do to see the drawings and tell us in the comments: could you see the 3D background in your home? The architects of brooklyn's Snarkitecture studio
are obsessed with excavations. Instead of building something, as most architects do, they like to carve things out. Even when these things are completely two-dimensional. For the 2017 edition of the Salone del Mobile, the annual design and festivals in Milan, Snarkitecture created Topographies, a wallpaper with a torn paper pattern. Look at the model from afar, and it seems to
come out of the wall. [Photo: Lauren Coleman] The designers stacked sheets of heavy paper and created a cavity by tearing the sheets one by one. Once finished, the stack looked like a topographic map. They photographed the details of the edges of the sheath and printed it on wallpaper. Once installed, it creates a three-dimensional optical illusion that gives a flat surface depth.
Alluding to the aging process of layered wallpaper, the design reveals an unexpected relationship between destruction and construction, the company said in a statement. It's just the company's latest attempt to play with positive and negative space. For stylist Richard Chai, Snarkitecture designers made a cavernous pop-up by shaving the polystyrene with a hot-wire cutter. They
further riffed on the notion for Design Miami by building a cave with inflatables for its entrance pavilion. For a Storefront for Art and Architecture installation, the company used pickaxes, hammers and chisels to create a real Arctic crevasse from EPS foam. Snarkitecture even made a chocolate bar that resembles the intersecting tectonic plates. Check out the collection designed for
brooklyn-based wall covering company Calico in the presentation above. Over.
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